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	The ability to create and understand financial models that assess the valuation of a company, the projects it undertakes, and its future earnings/profit projections is one of the most valued skills in corporate finance. However, while many business professionals are familiar with financial statements and accounting reports, few are truly proficient at building an accurate and effective financial model from the ground up. In his short book, The Basics of Financial Modeling—an abridgement of his Handbook of Financial Modeling—Jack Avon equips financial professionals with a quick overview of the tools they need to monitor a company's assets and project its future performance and prospects for specific initiatives.


	
		
			Based on the author's extensive experience building models in business and finance—and teaching others to do the same—The Basics of Financial Modeling takes readers step by step in a quick-read format through the financial modeling process, starting with a general overview of the history and evolution of financial modeling. It then moves on to more technical topics, such as the principles of financial modeling and the proper way to approach a financial modeling assignment, before covering key application areas for modeling in Microsoft Excel.

		
			Designed for beginning to intermediate modelers who wish to expand and enhance their knowledge of using Excel to build financial models, The Basics of Financial Modeling covers:

	

		
			The accounting and finance concepts that underpin working financial models
	
			How to approach financial issues and solutions from a modeler's perspective
	
			The importance of thinking about end users when developing a financial model
	
			How to plan, design, and build a financial model


	
		A nuts-to-bolts guide to solving common financial problems with spreadsheets, The Basics of Financial Modeling is a one-stop resource for anyone who needs to build or analyze financial models.




	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		Key financial modeling principles, including best practices, principles around calculations, and the importance of producing clean, clear financial models
	
		How to design and implement a projection model that allows the user to change inputs quickly for sensitivity testing
	
		The proper way to approach a financial modeling assignment, from project planning all the way through to the documentation of the model's findings and effectiveness
	
		How to model in Microsoft Excel, including how to set up an Excel environment, how to format worksheets, and the correct application of various modeling formulae
	
		The skills and knowledge they need to become more proficient financial modelers and differentiate themselves from their professional competitors.



	Who this book is for


	Written in a clear, concise manner and filled with screen shots that will facilitate readers' comprehension of the financial modeling process, The Basics of Financial Modeling is appropriate for those new to financial modeling as well as those who would like to enhance their modeling proficiency.
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Architecting Complex-Event Processing Solutions with TIBCO® (TIBCO Press)Addison Wesley, 2013

	The architecture series from TIBCO® Press comprises a coordinated set of titles for software architects and developers, showing how to combine TIBCO components to design and build real-world solutions.


	 


	Complex-event processing is required when...
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Inter-Asterisk Exchange (IAX): Deployment Scenarios in SIP-Enabled Networks (Wiley Series on Communications Networking & Distributed Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Find out how IAX can complement SIP to overcome complications encountered in current SIP-based communications
 Written by an expert in the field of telecommunications, this book describes the Inter-Asterisk Exchange protocol (IAX) and its operations, discussing the main characteristics of the protocol including NAT traversal,...
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Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 plain and simple! This full color, no-nonsense book shows you the quickest ways to solve problems and learn the tools, using easy-to-follow steps and concise, straightforward language. You'll discover new and exciting ways to create and share dynamic presentations with...
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Linux Administration Made EasyIuniverse Inc, 2000
The Linux Administration Made Easy (LAME) guide attempts to describe day-to-day administration and maintenance issues commonly faced by Linux system administrators. This book is part of the Linux Documentation Project.
Linux Administration Made Easy summarizes the installation and configuration, as well as the day-to-day administrative and...
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Shock Wave Applications in Musculoskeletal DisordersThieme Medical Publishers, 2002

	
	
		Plantar fasciitis is one of the most common
	
		conditions presenting to foot and ankle specialists.
	
		Although the condition is usually
	
		responsive to conservative and nonoperative
	
		care, recalcitrant plantar fasciitis occurs in
	
		10–20 % of the patients treated.
	


	
		Until recently, plantar...
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Managing IMAPO'Reilly, 2000

	Virtually everything--not just computers, but every kind of device--is coming on board the Internet, and the two principal applications are the World Wide Web and email. The POP3 model for online-only messaging is being taxed to its limit, and users clearly would like mail servers with more "oomph." More specifically, the demand is...
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